Society of Composers—Region VI Conference  
West Texas A&M University  
October 5-6, 2012  
Master Schedule (Updated 9-8-12)  
Pieces are listed in program order.

Friday, October 5:  
Registration: 8:30am-12:00noon  
Installation: LAW, Wing Lun: IYASU: 9:00am-10:00pm  
Concert 1: 9:00am-10:15am  
VIDIKSIS, Adam: Mitochondrial Dreams  
KOLM, Jonathan: Haven  
FANSLOW, Devin: Riding the Huxley  
BONILLA, Joshua de: Upon the Water  
SAUNDERS, Matthew C.: Piano Sonata  
BOGDAN, Valentin: Four Piano Etudes  
BREMER, Carolyn: (r)Evolving Doors

Concert 2: 10:30am-11:45am  
BONILLA, Joshua de: Spring has Begun  
CHAVE, George B.: Three Duos for Double Bass and Violin  
HE, Jian-jun: Song of the Himalayas  
CHOI, Young-Shin: Pamuk  
PRICE, William: Sans Titre VII  
CAPP, Tyler: Stranger Variations  
PERTTU, Daniel: Tarantella Folli

Lunch: 11:45am-1:00pm  
Registration: 1:00pm-4:00pm  
Paper Session 1: Guest Composer Carolyn Bremer and Paper: 1:00pm-2:30pm  
BREMER, Carolyn: Listening as a Composer  
LAW, Wing Lun: Discussion of Installation “IYASU”  
WESTON, Craig: Some Properties of Non-Octave-Repeating Scales and Why Composers Might Care

Concert 3: Vocal/Solo/Chamber Music: 2:45pm-4:00pm  
JANDER, Theodore A.: Twilight  
JANDER, Theodore A.: Beautiful One  
LEVINSON, Ilya: who knows if the moon’s…  
IKARD, David: Timor Et Tremor  
MACY, Carleton: The Name of It is Love  
TAMAR, Eli: Three Rilke Songs  
GULLINGS, Kyle: My Beloved  
VOLLINGER, William: Flying  
STACE, Stephen: Three Songs for Soprano  
BREMER, Carolyn: How Do I Love Thee

Concert 4: Vocal/Solo/Chamber Music: 4:30pm-6:00pm  
ADAMS, Daniel: Protagonist
OMICCIOLI, Nicholas: Invisible Worlds  
BURTON, Chris D.: Circus Suite  
HARDING, Tayloe: Arenal  
DURRANT, Matthew R.: Creations for Trombone Choir  
BURTON, Chris D.: Reflections  
MOREL, Daniel: March of the Aerialists  
BREMER, Carolyn: Space Bass

SCI Region VI Business Meeting: 6:00pm-7:00pm  
Dinner: 6:00pm-8:00pm

Concert 4: WTAMU Symphony Orchestra: 8:00-9:00  
BROOKS, Benjamin: Scenes from “Zorro”  
FLYNN, Luke: Quiet Snow  
GOOCH, Warren: Menuet Macabre  
BREMER, Carolyn: Early Light

Receipt: 9:00-10:00  
Jam Session: 9:30-?

Saturday, October 6:  
Registration: 8:30am-12:00noon  
Installation: LAW, Wing Lun: IYASU: 9:00am-10:00pm

Paper Session 2: 9:00am-10:15am  
FLINN, Wes: Baudrillard in New Hope Valley: Motive and Simulacrum  
in Carlisle Floyd’s Susannah  
KINDRED: Kyle: The Challenge of Composing for Young Bands  
POOPENY, Mark: Form and Harmonic Contrast in Three Musical  
Responses to the 9/11 Tragedy

Concert 6: Electro-acoustic Music: 10:30am-11:45am  
BROOKS, Benjamin: Mephisto Revisited  
RICH, Nicholas E.: Cross-Stringing  
KIM, Seung-Hye: Displaced  
O’BRIEN, Benjamin: Diptiq  
JONES, Marshall: Peregrination 1  
WALTERS, Andrew: Encroachment  
O’BRIEN, Benjamin: Densité

Lunch: 11:45am-1:15pm

Concert 7: 1:15pm-2:30pm  
DAVIS, Mike: Two Lost Songs  
HU, Ching-chu: Snow Ash  
LORIDAN, Martin: Deux Valses Romantiques  
KARACA, Igor: Handful of Dust  
MIKULKA, Michael: Sonatina for Bassoon and Piano  
BLESSINGER, Martin: Blood Lines  
HAMES, Elizabeth: Duet for Flute and Clarinet  
FRANCIS, Andy: Scrambled Eggs
CHAMBERLAIN, Nicole: Chatter

Concert 8: 2:45pm-4:15pm
FLYNN, Luke: Cleveland Park
PUCKETT, Jim: Somethin's Gone Wrong Deep Within
JULIEN, Patricia: Attitude
BAILEY, Thomas P.: Scattershot
DENHAM, Robert: Forsaken Caverns
ADAMS, Daniel: Centrifugal Fanfare
WALTERS, Andrew: Saxophone Quartet No. 2, Mvt. 2
CHAN, Chin Ting: Saxophone Quartet

Concert 9: Choral Music (WTAMU, OPSU and Amarillo Master Chorale): 4:30pm-6:00pm
MOLINUEX, Allan: A New Song
BLUMSACK, Michelle: Lord, for Thy tender mercy's sake
HU, Ching-chu: Amor
SEDEK, Martin: A White Blossom
BROOKS, Benjamin: Starry Messenger
DAL PORTO, Mark: I Seek Rest for my Lonely Heart
FISCHER, Peter: Echo
BREMER, Carolyn: The Grass Below
McGLASSON, Scott: Sing to the Lord!

Dinner: 6:00-8:00
Concert 10: Band/Wind Ensemble (WTAMU and OPSU ensembles): 8:00-9:45
KINDRED, Kyle: F.M. Prayers
WOODHOUSE, Ryan: New Haven Overture
CHAMBERLAIN, Nicole: Hopewell
KINDRED, Kyle: In Store
LOVE, Joel: Aurora Borealis
STERNFELD-DUNN, Aleksandr: Antiphonal Fanfare
SAUNDERS, Matthew C.: Moriarty's Necktie
BREMER, Carolyn: Impulse Engine

End of Conference!